2012 YEAR IN REVIEW

our vision
To be recognized for our people, known for our
values, and trusted by our partners to deliver an
unparalleled construction experience.
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bill mcdermott
President and CEO

From the Great Depression (founded in 1932), through several recessions, MMC Corp
has continued to grow. In 2012, the architectural, engineering, and construction industry
remained negatively impacted by the recession. However, our commitment to living out
our core values of integrity, quality craftsmanship, teamwork, and entrepreneurial spirit
helped differentiate us in the marketplace and contributed to another successful year
in our 80-year history.
Whether you are a valued partner or an employee owner, we are thrilled to share with
you our 2012 results. We are proud of the quality projects we had the honor of working
on, our financial strength and bonding capacity, and our continued commitment to hire
and retain the “best and the brightest.” These attributes are extremely important in
any environment, but particularly important when the economy is struggling.
Each of our employee owners, whether a superintendent, a field hand, the billing clerk
or the project manager, has a vested interest in doing what’s best for our partners and
our company. During 2012, we continued to invest in technology, in the development
of our people, — including the hiring of a vice president of talent development — and
in our delivery systems. Having celebrated our 80th anniversary, we look forward to the
next 80 years of providing our partners with an unparalleled construction experience.

William McDermott
President & CEO
MMC Corp
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As employee owners of MMC Corp, we take tremendous pride in our roots as a residential
plumbing company starting out as Midwest Plumbing and Heating in 1932. From these humble
beginnings, MMC Corp now stands strong as a national construction services company with
seven offices and the ability to work anywhere in the country. Over the past 80 years,
MMC Corp achieved success by careful growth and keeping an eye on the future.
With 1,200 employees nationwide today, MMC Corp is based in Overland Park, KS, and
serves as a holding company made up of three core construction services brands:
MW Builders, MMC Contractors, and Countywide Mechanical Systems.
MW Builders is a national general contractor with expertise that spans today’s fastest-growing
construction sectors, including government, education, healthcare, hospitality, senior living, and
student housing. Our “Builders” take pride in being true craftsman who build not just high quality
buildings but also lasting partnerships, innovative solutions, and the best team in the industry.
MMC Contractors is a national mechanical contractor specializing in large, complex projects.
With a comprehensive offering of pre-construction and construction services, MMC Contractors
partners with clients in the healthcare, energy, pharmaceutical, industrial, mission critical, and
commercial markets.
Countywide Mechanical Systems specializes in the installation, service, and ongoing
maintenance of commercial HVACR, plumbing, electrical, controls, and solar (commercial &
residential) projects with the highest dedication to serving our clients’ needs.
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where
we work
The MMC Corp family has seven offices across the
nation from San Diego, California, to Parsippany,
New Jersey. Not only do our offices provide quality
craftsmanship in their own communities, but we
also have the resources and technical expertise to
build anywhere in the U.S. No matter where the
project is, our customers see the same level of hard
work and dedication.

MW Builders

Temple, TX

Overland Park, KS
MMC Contractors

Kansas City, MO
Omaha, NE

Parsippany, NJ
Las Vegas, NV

Countywide Mechanical Systems
San Diego, CA

2012 Project Locations
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project
highlights
We believe the way buildings and communities are built has a great impact on the way we
live our lives. Whether we’re installing mechanical systems that protect the quality and flow
of our air and water, or building structures that house wounded warriors for their recovery,
we’re always thinking about the end result of our work. Everyone on our team — from our
staff in the field to those in the office — carries a deep appreciation for the role we play in
impacting lives.
We’re proud to share with you some of the great projects we had the opportunity to help
bring to life in 2012.
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healthcare

university medical center
of princeton at plainsboro

military

Location: Plainsboro, NJ
Square Footage: 630,000

housing

Client: Turner Construction
Project Team: David Leibowitz,
Joe Giallorenzo, Mark Madjeski

at Plainsboro is a six-story state-of-the-art
hospital located on a 171-acre healthcare campus

hospitality

The new University Medical Center of Princeton

a few miles south of downtown Princeton. As the
MMC Contractors was responsible for installation
of the medical gas, domestic water, sanitary waste,
lab waste, and deionized water systems throughout

industrial

plumbing contractor on the project

the 630,000 square foot facility.

patient shows up, a new hospital goes through a
rigorous certification process. A key certification
of the medical gas system to verify there were no

people can do. To me, the piping was

cross connections between the systems and that

so precise it looked like a jeweler had

David Leibowitz, the vice president of operations

installed it. I told them it was a shame

the gas delivered to the outlet had no impurities.
for MMC Contractors, explains the process.
“We installed seven different medical gas systems
to over 3,000 medical gas outlets throughout

this facility will allow us to deliver great

completed our installation, the certifiers labored
for weeks going to each outlet confirming our
installation was correct. I was so proud of our
team when we got the results: 66,000 ft of med
gas piping to 3,000 unique locations and not a

service

— Barry Rabner, President & CEO
Princeton HealthCare System

the hospital, using 12.5 miles of pipe. After we

mission critical

we had to close up the walls. We think
care for a very long time.”
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for MMC Contractors was an independent audit

entertainment

“It’s truly amazing what these talented

education

After substantial completion but before the first

single cross connection.”
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healthcare

alfond center for health

military

Location: Augusta, ME
Square Footage: 640,000

housing

Client: Robins & Morton/
H.P. Cummings a Joint Venture

hospitality

Project Team: Pat Meisenheimer,
Keith Flowers, Gary McCullough,
Pam Best, Brian Muggy
MMC Contractors, along with local partner
Johnson & Jordan, is providing design-assist
and construction services for the plumbing,

industrial

medical gas, and HVAC systems for the new
192-bed hospital.
The team is employing the most innovative
construction techniques in practice today. By

education

incorporating Building Information Modeling
(BIM), Lean Construction planning and work
practices, and Integrated Project Delivery

build a 600,000 square foot hospital.
What we did not have was the ability

in bringing a major healthcare project from
programming through commissioning.
Early in the project planning, it was determined
that extensive pre-fabrication would allow the

to survive the pre-construction process

construction of the hospital to continue through

on the IPD project. MMC Contractors’

space on the lower floors to fabricate entire wall

has been the key factor in the success of
this phase of the project.”

the winter weather. Therefore, the team utilized

mission critical

relentless dedication to the task at hand

entertainment

“Johnson & Jordan had the ability to

(IPD), this project is one of the new leaders

sections, including the medical gas piping and
electrical rough-in, and were prepared for seamless
installation when the patient floor spaces became
available. The teams constructed modular patient
bathrooms, and as the patient rooms became
accessible, attached them to a wheeled jack system

— Chris Jordan, Vice President
Johnson & Jordan Mechanical Contractors
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service

and moved them into place. The hospital will
open nine months ahead of schedule due to the
innovative approaches used by the team.
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healthcare

fort leonard wood

military

training barracks upgrade
program (tbup)

housing

Location: Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Square Footage: 218,000
Client: Kansas City District USACE

hospitality

Project Team: Charles Rombold,
Randy Wilkins
The project at Fort Leonard Wood was a
government-designed renovation of five existing
barracks for basic training and housing facilities.

industrial

Challenges during the renovation led to the
need to self-perform a significant portion. In
the end MW Builders self-performed roughly
20% of the contract cost of the work.

education

ait barracks phase II

Location: Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Square Footage: 93,000

Project Team: Mike Riley,
Mike Boston
The AIT barracks project included the
lawn equipment building, and a quarter
mile running track. Recent additions include
implementing flood control for 110 acres.
This includes a wier, drainage revisions,
landscaping, and underground storm water
utilities. MW Builders self-performed the
steel, and rough carpentry.
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with. If the team continues to maintain
your performance in the areas of safety
and housekeeping, I would anticipate
that your final rating will be one that
you will be extremely proud of.”
— Dale Bleckman, Kansas City District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

service

structural concrete foundations, structural

is one of the best I have ever worked

mission critical

construction of a three-story barracks, a

on board here at Fort Leonard Wood,

entertainment

Client: Kansas City District USACE

“MW Builders, and the team you have
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healthcare

chappo dining facility

military

Location: MCB Camp Pendleton, CA
Square Footage: 31,000

housing

Client: Whiting-Turner
Project Team: Robert Nelson,
Steve Strohm

hospitality

The construction team at Countywide
Mechanical Systems partnered with the
Marine Corps Base (MCB) Camp Pendleton
in California, the Corps’ largest west coast
expeditionary training facility, on this important

industrial

renovation project. The base is located just
outside San Diego in North County and
encompasses more than 125,000 acres. Camp
Pendleton is one of the Department of Defense’s
busiest installations and offers a broad spectrum

education

of training facilities for many active and
reserve Marine, Army and Navy units, as well
as national, state, and local agencies.
The existing old and deteriorating dining facility

entertainment

at Camp Pendleton was due to be completely
demolished and rebuilt as part of this project.
Countywide handled the mechanical portion of
this demolition, as well as being part of the designbuild team to construct the new dining facility.
The new Chappo Dining Facility can serve 1,733

mission critical

permanent personnel and includes mess decks,
galley, scullery, administrative offices, storage,
restrooms, mechanical rooms, electrical rooms,
and telecommunications facilities. As part of
the construction project, the team also built
fast-food walk-up windows. To minimize the

service

impact of construction on the operation, the
team provided temporary food service facilities
through the duration of the project.
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healthcare

hinds community college

military

residence halls

Location: Raymond, MS
Square Footage: 100,000

housing

Client: Hinds Community College
Project Team: Brian Chilcoat,
Scott Frerichs

hospitality

MW Builders started construction on two
new residence halls for Hinds Community
College in May 2011 and completed both

industrial

buildings in June 2012. The Riggs-Virden
Hall and Allen-Dukes-Whitaker Hall consist
of 178 units with 356 beds and more than
100,000 square feet total. All hall units are
designed as double rooms measuring 14x19

education

feet and each building has two ID-secured
access elevators to ensure each student’s safety.
Both halls feature modern student living
spaces including private bathrooms in each
unit, a carpeted lounge area with television, a

Despite challenges during construction –
including underground utility issues, extreme
rain delays, and a tight schedule with both
projects being built simultaneously in a little
over a year – the Hinds Community College
residence halls at the beginning of the 20122013 school year. During the school’s grand
opening ceremony, Clyde Muse, president of
Hinds Community College, said that
MW Builders was “the best contractor we

who is as conscientious as MW Builders.
I think that being from out of town has
actually worked to their benefit — they
know what they expect and that’s what

mission critical

students were able to move into their new

“I have yet to work with a contractor

entertainment

computer lab, and a meeting room.

they demand. The quality they produce
is top-notch and they don’t let problems
stop them.”

service

have ever worked with.”

— Tom Wasson, VP Physical Plant
Hinds Community College
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healthcare

hilton garden inn
Location: Cranberry Township, PA

military

cranberry township

Square Footage: 87,000
housing

Client: Creative Real Estate
Development Co.

hospitality

Project Team: Tony Bruscino,
Mark Hegarty
MW Builders has completed construction on
more than 180 hotels across the country for
major hotel brands including Hilton, Marriott,
team’s latest project, the Cranberry Township
Hilton Garden Inn, is a 136-room hotel just

industrial

LaQuinta, and Intercontinental hotel group. The

20 miles north of Pittsburgh. Guest amenities
walking track, as well as a restaurant and bar.
Tony Bruscino, the project superintendent,
kept the quality high and timeline on track

education

include an indoor heated pool, fitness center, and

despite many challenges and changes along the
true to the client’s vision.
The 5-story hotel has a brick veneer facade and

change orders can add up, but the

was constructed using load-bearing metal studs,
composite concrete decking, steel roof trusses,

MW Builders team worked with us and

and membrane roofing with exterior insulation

kept the project on budget. That meant
a lot and showed us they wanted to
create a long-term relationship.”
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The team is most proud of the relationship
they built with the client. “It’s good to have
MW Builders working with us,” said Don
Rodgers, Sr., president of Creative Real Estate
Development Co. “They’re definitely an

service

— Don Rodgers, Sr., President
Creative Real Estate Development Co.

finishing system (EIFS).

mission critical

“Sometimes you have challenges, and

entertainment

way. Tony and his team worked hard to stay

important part of our plan going forward.”
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healthcare

novozymes

military

industrial biotechnology

Location: Blair, NE
Square Footage: 250,000

housing

Client: A&S Services

hospitality

Project Team: Tyler Bonwell,
Jim Jeanneret, James Brestel,
Casey Beck
Novozymes is a biotech company with a
strong focus on enzyme production that breaks
down plants and waste into usable products

industrial

such as ethanol, detergents, and lactic acid.
As the world leader in bioinnovation, they
use industrial biotechnology to re-engineer
thousands of everyday products. The process

education

enhances sustainability performance, provides
energy cost savings, and decreases raw material
costs for their customers. At Novozymes,
MMC Contractors worked with the team
of Novozymes, A&S Services, and CRB

“MMC Contractors’ hard work and

piping for the facility in Nebraska.

tireless efforts were an integral part

MMC Contractors’ relationship with the

of the project being completed on

started with a small project in 2009 and has

time and in a quality manner. The

11 buildings in all. Over the years the MMC

assigned to them and were able to
execute them with minimal oversight.”

Novozymes family has been a lasting one. It
blossomed into a three-year relationship with

mission critical

team took ownership of all the tasks

entertainment

Builders providing all the HVAC and process

Contractors team has worked with several
different contractors at this location, but only
A&S Services and MMC Contractors have been
there for the entire duration.

service

— Alan Crawford, Executive Project Director,
CRB Builders
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healthcare

solana

military

280 megawatts - concentrating solar plant
Location: Gila Bend, AZ
Client: Abengoa Solar

housing

Project Team: Ken Fenstermaker,
Chad Seiner, Pete Thelen,
Jim Jeanneret, Jim Ed Thompson

hospitality

Solana, when completed in 2013, will be one
of the largest solar plants in the world. When
operating at full capacity, Solana will serve
70,000 Arizona homes. The project utilizes

industrial

12-12.9 million gallon tanks using molten salts
heated by a transfer oil that reaches 750 degrees
by the parabolic solar concentrator panels.
This gives the plant the ability to create power
virtually 24 hours a day using this innovative

education

energy storage strategy.
MMC Contractors’ scope includes over 1,800
feet of modular rack system, 10 pre-fabricated
modular equipment skids, and over 220 flatbed

entertainment

truckloads of interconnecting piping systems that
run between the rack systems, the equipment
skids, and final termination points in the plant.
MMC Contractors is performing this work
on a design-build basis responsible for design,
engineering, 3-D modeling, fabrication, delivery,
and installation of the systems for this project.

mission critical

Industrial work, specifically in the power
market, is a major focus for MMC Contractors.
The team has the ability to pre-fabricate
anywhere in the country and build complex
mechanical systems in the tight time frame
required for this industry.

service
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healthcare

seminole high school

military

renovation and addition with performing arts center
Location: Seminole, TX
Square Footage: 30,000

housing

Client: Seminole Independent
School District

Since 2007, the Seminole Independent School

hospitality

Project Team: Matt Cunningham,
Terry Reynolds

District has received in excess of $110 million
is privileged to have partnered with the school
district on its high school renovations, new
junior high school, and new primary school.

industrial

in improvement bond funds. MW Builders

MW Builders has served as the construction
of Schools Doug Harriman is clear about what’s
important to him.“Trust is the number one
expectation that what I’m told is true and that

those who work for the school district.

people will do what they say they’re going to

They watched the Junior High being built

handle on things, and they follow through.”

with a discerning eye. If MW Builders

The new high school addition and Performing

had not done a great job, they would

concrete, steel, masonry, and a glazed curtain

Arts Center is designed utilizing structural
wall system that incorporates composite metal
exterior panels. MW Builders self-performed

addition. Not only do we recommend

more than $7 million of the work, including:

MW Builders; we continue to use them.”

concrete, structural steel, rough carpentry,

underground utilities, site and building
specialties and doors and hardware.

service

— Doug Harriman, Superintendent
Seminole Schools
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mission critical

not have been awarded the High School

do. The managers at MW Builders have a great

entertainment

“Our board has high expectations of

reason we work with MW Builders. I have an

education

manager for these projects, and Superintendent
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healthcare

john f. miller school

military

for special education
Location: Las Vegas, NV
Square Footage: 73,000

housing

Client: Core Construction
Project Team: Wyatt Burden,
Dave Garner, Spencer Borgoff

hospitality

John F. Miller is a school for special needs
students and is a one-of-a-kind teaching facility.
Ninety-five percent of the students this facility

industrial

serves are non-ambulatory and medically fragile,
and 90 percent of the students are wheelchair
bound.
The unique circumstances of the students
require hospital-like features including medical

education

gas and physical therapy rooms. This school
was one of the first two design-build projects
for the Clark County School District.
MMC Contractors was chosen to provide the
HVAC services on this project.

entertainment

MMC Contractors is proud of their
expertise in the educational field. The team is
honored to have the opportunity to work on
the construction of school projects that provide
the atmosphere and technology necessary to

mission critical

stimulate children and young adults’ minds
and their desire to learn.

service
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healthcare

kansas state university

military

basketball training facility

Location: Manhattan, KS
Square Footage: 61,000

housing

Client: Kansas State University
Project Team: Jay Jernigan,
Rusty Signore, Cody Corbin

Coliseum, provides the Kansas State University

hospitality

This two-story building, adjacent to Bramlage
men’s and women’s basketball programs with a
two practice courts; men’s and women’s locker
rooms; player lounges; coaching staff suites;
an executive board room that overlooks the

industrial

state-of-the-art practice facility complete with

practice courts; a high-tech film room with
space with medical exam rooms; as well as a
polar plunge and hydrotherapy pool to be used
for rehabilitation of player injuries. With the
successful in establishing a great relationship

hard-working, professional, and customer-

with K-State and the architectural firm Populous.

oriented throughout the entire course

in the community as a top-tier general contractor.

of the project. Their ‘can do’ attitude

The building’s structure consists of a structural

that are evident when interacting with

Through it all, the team elevated their recognition

steel frame resting on a structural concrete
foundation system, which MW Builders
self-performed. The facility’s close proximity
to Bramlage Coliseum required the installation

them. It is evident that MW Builders is a

of a concrete drilled pier shoring system before

client-oriented company.”

addition, MW Builders handled the site work
around the facility complete with sidewalks,

service

— John P. Fickel, Associate Principal
Populous Architecture

foundation excavation work could begin. In

mission critical

and attention to detail are two qualities

32

completion of this facility, MW Builders was

entertainment

“The MW Builders’ project team has been

education

theater seating; a strength and conditioning

plaza decking, and a snow melt system.
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healthcare

hakkasan

military

las vegas nightclub at MGM grand
Location: Las Vegas, NV
Square Footage: 75,000

housing

Client: McCarthy

The five-story Hakkasan night club at the MGM
Grand on the Las Vegas strip is designed to have

hospitality

Project Team: Wyatt Burden,
Spencer Borgoff, Mark Grayson,
Eric Hefley

top-of-the-line finishes and a glamorous look
the mechanical contractor on the job providing
plumbing, HVAC, and BIM coordination.

industrial

and feel. MMC Contractors was selected to be

This project was a complete remodel with new

Apart from the excitement of being on such
a high-profile job, there are some challenges
that come along with working on the Las

education

structural steel and additional square footage.

Vegas strip. The project is expected to be
total to be exact, from demolition of the
existing structure to putting on the finishing
touches. To meet the demands of this tight
schedule, MMC Contractors has 70 people

entertainment

completed in lighting speed: seven months

working seven days a week from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

2013, and will hold its grand opening on
Memorial Day weekend.

mission critical

The nightclub is scheduled to open April 1,

service
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healthcare
military
housing

confidential data center
“From day one I had all the confidence

“MMC Contractors has continually

Location: Omaha, NE

Square Footage: 8,000

in the world that MMC Contractors was

demonstrated a level of technical

Square Footage: 86,000

Client: Matassa Construction

up to the task of completing this type of

expertise and capability of craft that

Client: Kiewit Building Group

Project Team: John Duncan,
Roger Huelsenback

project with such a demanding schedule.

is rarely seen in today’s market. The

Like any project in today’s day and age,

management team has been consistently

Project Team: Ryan Novacek,
Dan Redler, Luke Francis

fast track has given way to hyper-track

responsive and has proven to be an

Previous work with the general contractor,

completion. The fabrication process

integral member of the project team.

being selected as the mechanical partner for

started in late March and was ready for

During the course of the project,

and utilized pre-fabrication for 80-85% of

delivery in four weeks. The entire ceiling

the BIM team led extensive efforts for

was installed in two days. They did a

their scope of work. The time savings

the expected project schedule. This facility

great job for us and Cablevision; we look

and accuracy of their work was a key

Three Certified in construction and design

forward to working with them again in

factor in delivering the project eight

the future.”

weeks ahead of schedule.”

center. Cablevision is the nation’s eighth-largest
cable service provider with over $7.3 billion
in revenue in 2010. With the advent of cloud
computing technology, the consumer can
now download programming (actually stored
programming on any television in the home.
MMC Contractors relied on its engineering
and drafting expertise to design a system that
could be fabricated remotely in the team’s

— Andy Byrus, Project Manager,
Matassa Construction

— Greg Johnson, Project Engineer,
Kiewit Building Group

the mechanical systems. The pre-fabrication
performed on the job cut two months off of
is one of only two in the country that is Tier
by the Uptime Institute.
A great relationship with the client and owner
has led the team to another phase of the job. In
addition, the relationship is also creating work for
the service department as they were able to sign a
full preventative maintenance agreement.
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service

fabrication facility.

this project. The team used a full BIM model

mission critical

at a facility like this) and then watch selected

Kiewit Building Group, was instrumental in

entertainment

and only high-density cloud computing data

education

mechanical contractor for Cablevision’s newest

industrial

Location: Parsippany, NJ

MMC Contractors was selected as the

36

hospitality

cablevision

healthcare

facility service
Beyond construction, two of the MMC Corp
brands, MMC Contractors and Countywide

military

and maintenance

Mechanical Systems, offer an array of mechanical
high purity piping, sheet metal repair, equipment
setting, and scientific equipment. Available

housing

facility services in HVAC, plumbing, process and

around the clock, the company’s service groups
industry. In fact, MMC Contractors is one of a
select few to earn the MSCA (Mechanical Service
Contractors of America) STAR rating. This

hospitality

employ the best-trained professionals in the

achievement means the team offers technicians
service, quality craftsmanship, and reliable service.

— Chris Heisterberg,
Plant Maintenance Lead, MWV Calmar, Inc.

“In a day of diminishing attention
to service quality, Countywide
Mechanical Systems continues to
provide exceptional service with
matchless integrity.”

entertainment

— Mark Barlow, COO, redIT

mission critical

— Jimmie Cox,
Branch Operations Supervisor, Univar
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service

“We have complete trust in MMC
Contractors and the timely service
they provide for our facility. The
service technicians never encounter
a problem they cannot solve.”

38

education

“MMC Contractors has been our
service provider for 20+ years. We
rely heavily on the vast experience
and expertise they offer.”

industrial

that excel in training, safety, education, customer

our people
“With a commitment to our core values of quality craftsmanship, entrepreneurial spirit,
teamwork, and integrity, our employee owners have a personal stake in the success of our
clients, our work, and the future of our organization. They are an amazing and inspiring
group of people, and I consider it an honor to work with them every day.”
— Bill McDermott, President and CEO,
MMC Corp
Thomas D. Sanders Award of Excellence
Started in 2008 as an honor to the award’s namesake, MMC Corp’s former CEO, the Thomas
D. Sanders Award of Excellence is the company’s highest honor. This prestigious award is
presented annually to one deserving recipient who demonstrates a commitment to excellence
in all areas of work and life.
Living the Values Awards
From the very beginning, MMC Corp has always been a company engrained in values. The
Living the Values Awards recognize employees who have gone above and beyond in the areas of
integrity, teamwork, entrepreneurial spirit, and quality craftsmanship. Anyone in the company
can nominate a fellow employee, at any time throughout the year. The award recipients are
honored at a banquet with the MMC Corp Officers’ Committee each year.

40
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benny byers

Thomas D. Sanders Award of Excellence
Benny Byers, who is the general
The Thomas D. Sanders Award of Excellence,

superintendent for MW Builders,

to one deserving recipient based on the

and has steadily built his career

the company’s highest honor, is given annually
following criteria:

•
•

Demonstrates a commitment to
excellence and continuous improvement
Demonstrates creative solutions to
problems, thinking outside the box

joined the company 21 years ago
since. He builds upon lessons
learned, always looking for ways
to get better. He is a true team
player, and his entrepreneurial
spirit has led to several growth
areas and new revenue streams
for the company.

•

Creates productivity enhancements and
contributes directly to the bottom line

“Over the past 20 years, Benny has

•

Demonstrates integrity in job performance

way,” says Jason Evelyn, president

•

Understands and supports the culture
of service

impacted our company in a major
of MW Builders. “Especially as
it relates to how we build. When
I think about what separates us
from our competition, it’s really

“Benny encourages his entire

our people and our culture of

team to work smarter, harder,

because we love to build. Our self-

and with the utmost attention
to quality. He challenges us to

perform work sets us apart, and
that’s all Benny.”
By thinking outside the box, Benny

look for new and better ways

has expanded MW Builders’

of accomplishing difficult tasks.”

structural concrete; structural

— Eric Rothenberger,
Senior Superintendent, MW Builders
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being true ‘builders.’ We’re different

self-perform abilities to include:
steel; selective demolition; doors,
hardware, and accessories; utilities;
and framing and drywall.

43

2012 Living the Values Award Winner: Quality Craftsmanship

keith flowers

2012 Living the Values Award Winner: Teamwork

Some people are just perfectionists. High

The MMC Contractors’ Kansas City office was

performers who aren’t satisfied until the end

in a real bind. After booking a new 600,000 SF

product is nothing short of a masterpiece. Dan

hospital, Alfond Center, the project manager

Redler is one of those employees.

unexpectedly resigned to take a job closer to
home. At the time, all of the company’s project

Dan, a general foreman for the Omaha office of

managers were booked. At risk of losing the

MMC Contractors, was presented the Living

job, the team knew a qualified candidate had

the Values Award for Quality Craftsmanship

to be found, and found quickly. That’s when

in 2012 for the work he performed on a new

Keith Flowers, vice president of pre-construction

central utility plant. At the start of the project,

services for the company, stepped forward. “We

the client indicated the bar was as high as it had

are not going to lose that job no matter what,” he

ever been: they wanted to achieve the absolute

said. “I’ll go manage it if that’s what it takes.”

best quality possible. Dan took that to heart.
Words from his award nomination said it best,

This selfless act had a huge impact on the entire

“After design and construction, Dan and his crew

organization, so it’s no surprise it led Keith

were never asked to change anything, and there

Pictured Left to Right: Tim Chadwick, MMC Corp COO; Mike Kotubey, MMC Contractors Kansas
City President; Sherry and Keith Flowers; Bill McDermott, MMC Corp CEO

were never any comments that were critical of

to winning this year’s Living the Values Award
for Teamwork. As Keith’s nomination states,

their installation. The best part is that the smallest

“This volunteer act was extraordinary for a

amount of rework he did had nothing to do with

number of reasons: 1) It meant Keith had to

the owner or engineer — it was a layout that was

relocate to Maine for two years; 2) He had to
have the confidence his position would still be

simply not up to Dan’s high standards.”

there when he returned; and 3) He would step

Pictured Left to Right: Dan Redler; and Jacob Vogel, MMC Contractors Omaha President

Those standards put Dan in even higher

back from his senior leadership position and

demand. Clients repeatedly request him, no

get back into the trenches again. And now, the

matter what job is at stake. In this business,

results speak for themselves: not only does the

there’s no finer compliment.

customer love Keith, but the job is also nine
months ahead of schedule and on pace to be a
stellar project on every level.”

“The aesthetics of the mechanical
and HVAC installation that Dan
performed was as good as anything
you will see. It speaks volumes that
Dan was able to maintain that level
of commitment to quality.”

“Keith has been the anchor of this
project. We could not have done
this without him.”
— Chris Jordan, Vice President
Johnson & Jordan Mechanical Contractors

— Greg Johnson, Project Manager,
Kiewit Building Group
Pictured Left to Right: Bill McDermott, MMC Corp CEO; Chris Mainelli and Dan Redler; and
Jacob Vogel
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Pictured: Keith Flowers
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We embrace teamwork while respecting the individual.

We take pride in our craft, ensuring quality and value on every job.

dan redler

2012 Living the Values Award Winner: Entrepreneurial Spirit

teresa bryon

2012 Living the Values Award Winner: Integrity

Over the past 80 years, MMC Corp has continued

“Integrity is simply doing the right thing,” said

to grow by staying rooted in entrepreneurial

Dave Cimpl, chief financial officer for MMC

spirit. The company is driven by each and every

Corp, “especially when no one is watching.”

employee continually seeking to find a better way.

At MMC Corp, integrity is our cornerstone. It

A new idea, or even a different perspective, has a

drives our every decision. Teresa Bryon, workers’

tendency to ignite the rest of the organization

compensation claims coordinator for MMC Corp,

like wildfire. This year it was Peter Coffman

is someone who lives by integrity every day. In

— plumbing service estimator for Countywide

her role, Teresa’s first concern is for the individual

Mechanical Systems — who received the Living

employee. When caring for them throughout

the Values Award for Entrepreneurial Spirit.

the entire process, she has to wear many different
hats — from nurse, to teacher, to even attorney —

Peter was nominated for how he responded

yet she can move seamlessly between those roles

to a client’s frantic call for help in the midst

simply because she lives by integrity.

of a major sewage backup. In Peter’s role as
a manager, he could have easily dispatched a

Pictured Left to Right: Teresa and Bob Bryon

technician to fix the problem. However, when

would require some thinking outside the box

her nomination written by a fellow employee
said, “From the very first day, Teresa has been

he learned the details of the crisis at hand, he
instinctively knew the situation was dire and

Her colleagues couldn’t respect her more. In fact,

one of the most ethical, honest, straight-forward,

Pictured Left to Right: Bill McDermott, MMC Corp CEO; Jeanine and Peter Coffman; and Randy
Signore, Countywide Mechanical Systems President

no nonsense, and technically-competent team
members I’ve ever met. Her total focus is to the

for it to get done right. Without hesitation

betterment of each team member which comes

he jumped in the car and personally drove
five hours to the client location, where he was

under her care.”

quickly able to assess the damage, draw up a

With Teresa’s help and guidance, MMC Corp has

game plan, and fix the situation.

been able to cultivate a culture of safety throughout

“Peter just thinks differently,” says Randy

Pictured Left to Right: Harold Mitts, MMC Corp General Counsel; Tom Sanders, MMC Corp
Chairman of the Board; Bob and Teresa Bryon; Bill McDermott, MMC Corp CEO; and Dave
Cimpl, MMC Corp CFO

Signore, president of Countywide. “There’s
never a problem he can’t handle because he can

the entire organization. While she’s been at the
company, our EMR has dropped to an all-time low
of .53, which is nothing short of outstanding and
sets us apart from other contractors.

think through all of the solutions ahead of time
and quickly implement the right one.”

“Teresa has managed every case with
the utmost professionalism and with
the team members’ best interest at
the center of all decisions.”

“Peter is a true entrepreneur. He
always knows how to get something
done, especially when it comes to
the hard problems.”
— Steve Kakacek, Plumbing Service Manager,
Countywide Mechanical Systems
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— Chuck Paulson, Safety Director,
MMC Corp
Pictured Left to Right: Peter Coffman; and Randy Signore

Pictured: Teresa Bryon
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Integrity is our cornerstone.

We believe in the power of our entrepreneurial spirit.

peter coffman

our strengths
2012 was truly a remarkable year.

80 years in business. Record-setting revenue numbers. Lowest EMR in company history.
Highest bonding capacity. Historic financial highs, including working capital and equity.
National safety honors.
Not to mention, our 10-year milestone of being 100% employee owned.
Coincidence? We think not.
Congratulations to our talented employees, who undoubtedly make up the best team in
the industry. Your results speak for themselves.
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record highs
2012 financials

$453,000,000
revenue

$56,400,000
net worth

$57,000,000
working capital

bonding capacity

$150,000,000
single project capacity

$550,000,000
aggregate capacity
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employee owned
MMC Corp implemented an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) in 1999 and fully
turned over the company to its employees in 2002, making 2012 our 10-year anniversary
of being 100% employee owned. With more than 400 employee owners, MMC Corp
is committed to promoting the benefits of being an ESOP.

10-year milestone
“We don’t have an ESOP,
we are an ESOP.”
— David Cimpl, chief financial officer
MMC Corp

safety culture
There is nothing more important than getting our men and women home to their
families every night. MMC Corp has a company-wide commitment to safety, and we
believe that our experience modification rating speaks to that dedication. An average
company would have an EMR of 1.0, but with a continued culture of safety we
reached a milestone EMR of .53.

.53 EMR
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